
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a marketing student. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for marketing student

Updating and optimizing feature slots on the website
Analyzing and researching performance in various categories, such as target
groups
Supporting our customer communication for mailings and sales promotion
Budget Management - provide advertising & promotion budgetary support
to the brand team and responsible for keeping a track on the budget
Support in the management of Below the Line agencies - Organise and co‐
ordinate all brand point of sale and detailing materials
Market reporting - Support market analysis activities for the brand through
the management of sales & market share update sheets
Cross-Functional relationship management - Act as critical contact point for
the brand activation team, liaise with the Supply Chain and Regulatory teams
for updates on New Product Development
Communications- Participate in and contribute to the preparation of
presentations and materials for the cycle meetings held with the field sales
force to ensure that they have all the information and materials required to
support brand sales
Internal approval process management - internal promotional activity sign‐
offs in conjunction with the regulatory department
Competitive intelligence - Track and monitor the New Product Development,
promotions, above the line and in store activities of other key competitor
brands and provide updates to the brand activation team
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Attention to details and high organizational skills – Must
Project execution abilities with a “go getter” approach
Resourceful & proactive personality with out of the box thinking – Must
Creative personality- Must
Creative and writing skills in Hebrew
Fast learner, Autodidact and Independent, with self-organizing skills


